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Juliane Hencke
Dobar den!

Good morning!
Good afternoon!
Good evening!

Bonjour!
IEA’s Research Services

- Study Design & Management
- Sampling
- Manuals & Guidelines
- Software Development
- Study Instruments
- Data Collection
- Data Entry, Processing, and Coding
- Data Analysis & Reporting
- Training
IEA’s Research Services

Study Design & Management

• How did you develop the expertise in providing consultancy in study designs for national studies?
• What are important aspects that need to be considered?

• Since when does IEA Hamburg have experience in managing studies?
• What tasks are involved in this and how can countries benefit from this experience?

Svenja Bundt
Deputy Director IEA Hamburg

Juliane Hencke
Director IEA Hamburg
Can you briefly tell us, since when does IEA has a Sampling Unit?
What are your references?
What can you offer to countries?

Dr. Sabine Meinck
Head of the Sampling Unit
Co-Head of Research and Analysis Unit
IEA’s Research Services

• What tasks do you have in the Coding Unit and which expertise did you develop?
• How did it happen that you first gathered your experience in the national contexts, but then offered it at some point to countries internationally?
• Why do you think is your offer attractive to some countries internationally?
IEA’s Research Services

- Your unit has a wide range of expertise. What can you offer countries that would be interested in getting support for **data analysis**?
- You have a new established scaling team? Could you please explain briefly, how did this happen, what tasks this team typically has and what is the expertise that can be provided?
- Another important aspect is **reporting** these results. Why do you think, this is an important expertise and how can you offer support to countries?
IEA’s Research Services

• The IEA has a long tradition in offering trainings to countries to build up capacities within the countries to work with IEA data. First of all, how many workshops do you conduct usually per year and what are typical occasions?
• Could you please introduce us to your wide-ranging workshop portfolio?
Capacity Building

Study Design & Management

Sampling

Manuals & Guidelines

Software Development

Study Instruments

Data Collection

Data Entry, Processing, and Coding

Data Analysis & Reporting

Training

Dr. Oliver Neuschmidt
Co-Head of International Studies Unit
Head of Capacity Building team
Can you please explain when and why the Capacity Building team at the IEA was established?

What are examples of projects that you work on with your team?

How do you usually get in touch with the countries that ask for consultancy?

What can you offer?
Became interested?

- Visit our website https://www.iea.nl/research-services available also in Arabic, German and French

- Want to learn more and hear about more concrete examples?

Join our Informative Session on „Capacity building & training“ on Tuesday, 29 September at 3 pm CEST
Thank you!

Juliane Hencke, IEA Hamburg
juliane.hencke@iea-hamburg.de